
Facilitator’s Intro to Responsible Decision-Making

Hello again! With this overview of Unit 5, on responsible decision making, my 
goal is to help you to be confident as you facilitate the lessons, discussions and 
activities in this unit. Students will gain an understanding of ethical 
responsibility. That means how to maintain their values and beliefs in making 
sound decisions. We have all had a time where we faced a difficult decision that 
required us to question our own values and beliefs. One of the lessons that we 
as adults tend to learn later in life is understanding that the easier way is not 
always the best way. Not only do good things come to those who wait, but 
sometimes we cut corners or we take advantage of a situation or somebody. 
Maybe we quickly judge someone based on what we were taught. Our 
perception of the most mischievous student changes when we find they've got 
ADHD or a broken home or difficult mental and emotional struggles. It's 
wonderful to have an open mind in learning and now as adults we want to instill 
responsible decision-making for the next generation of Americans. That starts 
with you right here and I'm thankful that I had parents who taught me these 
values. But I know that many today do not have parents who are teaching these 
values. May we be examples, as responsible decision makers by being 
transparent about our lives too, which really opens up some interesting 
conversations. It's important for your students to understand that their values 
and beliefs are important, and help them to identify a support system when 
they face choices that may not align to their values. Some of these topics 
discussed in the lesson may lead to intense and difficult conversations as 
students learn to understand ethical responsibility and how our decisions can 
affect our future and those around us. I strongly recommend that you contact 
the school counselor or leader prior to your presentation for these lessons to 
determine their process for disclosure of sensitive information. The capstone 
project for this unit asks students to create a proposal for developing a team 
support group of peers in making responsible decisions.The purpose of this 
activity is to bring awareness to the challenges that teens face today and also 
provide peer to peer support to teens in making responsible decisions. Let's 
help these young people become thriving leaders of tomorrow.


